STEP 1 ASSEMBLE THE DRILL
Assemble the drill with either one or two extensions depending on the need.

Example with one extension:
1. Assemble drill
2. Connect extension

Example with two extensions:
1. Assemble drill
2. Connect one extension
3. Connect second extension

STEP 2 ASSEMBLE THE WATER MIST LANCE
Assemble the lance by connecting the nozzle and handle.

1. Connect nozzle
2. Connect handle

STEP 3 CONNECT LANCE WITH WATER SUPPLY
Connect the hose with the water mist lance

1. Connect hose
2. Connect water source
3. Open water supply

Max. 16 bar water pressure from water supply.

STEP 4 DRILL HOLE
Use the assembled drill to make a hole for the water mist lance.

Drill the hole in the top half of the container.
Always drill on a flat surface and preferably on an outwards pointing surface.

1. Drill hole
2. Pull out drill

Drill the hole and pull out the drill once it has penetrated the barrier.

Remember to make sure the drill rotates clockwise while drilling.

STEP 5 INSERT LANCE IN THE DRILLED HOLE
Place the water mist lance in the drilled hole and push it all the way in so the lance interlocks with the container wall.

1. Insert lance
2. Push all the way in

STEP 6 ACTIVATE LANCE
Push the red handle forward to activate the lance.

The operator can now leave the lance in the hole while active and step back and away from the heat if necessary.

Make sure the batteries for the drilling machine is fully charged at all time.
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